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Kentucky Derby 
overview

Kentucky Derby held May 1, 
allowing in person 
attendance for the first time 
since 2019.

Broadcast on NBC, which 
offered lots of SEO 
opportunity.

Midwest DOT worked closely 
with the Courier Journal on 
coverage.
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Search interest in Kentucky Derby was better than 
2020, but still lower than recent years
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The Courier Journal achieved 1.02M Search Referrals on 
Derby Day. What led to this?

• Research via Searchlight Conductor: Deep search research 
leading up to the event, starting in January

• Four months of planning and communication: Planning with 
newsroom and collaborative docs, with clear lanes identified

• Diversifying SEO: Used keyword research to target high 
volume subtopics, instead of frontloading everything with 
"Kentucky Derby 2021:"

• High rank on keywords targeted: Earning domain authority 
with early, consistent coverage utilizing best practices 
(keywords, links)
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Top headlines with results (Update Monday)
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Lead up to Derby Day

How the DOT and newsroom planned together
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Key tactics for planning period

• No. 1: SEO put at the forefront of planning through meetings held a few 
times a month with producers, editors and reporters

• No. 2: Emphasized keyword diversity in training with producers to ensure 
best practices were followed

• No. 3: Collaborated in between meetings by creating a chat in Microsoft 
Teams three months ahead of the event

• No. 4: Assigned clear lanes for DOT producers, including SEO-focused 
roles

• No. 5: Had a goal of No. 1 rank for the liveblog, utilizing best practices 
and the live tag

• No. 6: Best practices followed for SEO, social by creating a Derby 
optimization checklist



Planning for SEO

• Used “Explorer” in 
Searchlight Conductor to 
identify top terms
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Planning meetings between DOT & Newsrooms 3 Months 
out from race

• Prepped over 100 files and gave special attention to the big 
SEO wins we knew should do well

• Daily activity in the chat helped keep track of 
files/communication, and built a habit of optimizing with 
strong SEO before publication

• Some files were not being worked on in Presto, which made 
preoptimization difficult, but we provided SEO research to 
provide as much direction as possible

• Newsroom kept DOT in the loop on budget changes

• Newsroom gave many compliments to the DOT for their 
attention to SEO and agility when handling content
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Created “roles” for DOT producers ahead of the big day

• Had producers 
dedicated to 
curating Facebook, 
Instagram and 
Twitter.

• Each producer has 
assigned files to 
pre-optimize and 
track
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Emphasis on keyword diversity in lead-up

• We didn't want to 
rely on our 
outdated "Kentucky 
Derby 2021:" 
technique

• Targeted subtopics 
and tried to keep 
page titles in 
complete sentences 
whenever possible
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Wins leading up to race day

Why your 2021 Kentucky 
Derby horse can – or 
can't – win

Page view total: 54,300

Percent search: 71%

Free Bisnet past 
performances for 2021 
Kentucky Derby horses

Page view total: 39,700

Percent search: 63%

The Courier Journal 
sports staff makes its 
picks for the Kentucky 
Derby

Page view total: 32,600

Percent search: 90%

2021 Kentucky Derby 
post position draw, 
lineup, updated odds 
and entries for full field

Page view total: 30,300

Percent search: 74%

'It's great.' Flawless 
skies, perfect weather 
welcomes fans back to 
Kentucky Oaks

Page view total: 29,000 

Percent search: 81%

Kentucky Derby steward 
finally tells all about 
stunning Maximum 
Security disqualification

Page view total: 27,400

Percent search: 44%



Derby Day 

How DOT and newsroom adjusted the plan in real 
time to dominate search results for a strong 
Derby Day.
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Key tactics for race day

• No. 1: Early publication of live blog, with frequent updates

• No. 2: Real time communication between newsroom/DOT in a 
Microsoft Teams chat

• No. 3: SEO updates provided at least hourly in the chat, more 
frequently during race-time

• No. 4: Crosslink like crazy to show Google our authority

• No. 5: Share wins with screenshots frequently to show 
newsroom Google rankings



Early publication of live blog with targeting of main 
keyword "Kentucky Derby"
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No. 1 result on Google’s Top Stories at race time

• Live blog got a coveted answer box 
at race time

• In past years, Courier Journal fell out 
of No. 1 position due to national 
competition
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Regular SEO updates in the chat showed us where the 
audience shifted

• DOT provided frequent SEO 
updates

• DOT producer shares trending 
keywords

• Newsroom/DOT put them into 
action
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Moment of winner

• Courier Journal had dozens of top 
search results for multiple 
keyword combinations at the 
moment of the winner

• Pre-work led to the big moment:

– Prewrote copy/headlines for winning 
horse

– Newsroom published the winner 
quickly

– Use breaking news indicator on 
Facebook

– Had social card template for winning 
horse prepped
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Winner moment
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Cross-linking made the difference 
on placement in top stories 
carousel
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• Frequent Google searches 
and sharing of SERP 
pages allowed us to triage 
when we didn't maintain top 
positions

• Before cross-linking, Courier 
Journal was not in the top 3 
results

DOT shares 
related links in 
chat, puts out call 
to action to cross 
link.

Reader had to swipe 
to see Courier 
Journal



After cross link update: Top 3 placement

• Spike links initially helped

• Adding in-line links 
helped maintain the 
position
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Biggest wins on race day

Kentucky Derby live 
updates: Bob Baffert's 
Medina Spirit is the 
champ

– Page view total: 
592,700

– Percent search: 94%

Medina Spirit wins the 
Kentucky Derby, 
snagging trainer Bob 
Baffert his 7th Derby

– Page view total: 
202,600

– Percent search: 84%

Here are the payouts and 
final odds for the 2021 
Kentucky Derby

– Page view total: 
171,700

– Percent search: 83%

Print or save this 2012 
Kentucky Derby betting 
guide before you go to 
Churchill Downs

– Page view total: 
63,500

– Percent search: 89%

Tom Brady, Aaron 
Rodgers, Miss Kentucky 
and more show up at 
Kentucky Derby 2021

– Page view total: 
44,900

– Percent search: 71%

Time to stand with the 
Black community and 
tell 'My Old Kentucky 
Home' good night 
(Opinion)

– Page view total: 
43,606

– Percent search: 83%



Key 
takeaways

• Research: Searchlight 

Conductor gives us visibility 

into the highest volume 

keywords, allowing us to 

diversify our SEO.

• Planning: Targeting keywords 

early in the planning process 

can lead to big search wins.

• Domain authority: Links 

matter to Google, 

especially inline links within 

the first 100 words and can 

make the difference in Google 

recognizing your authority on 
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THANK YOU.

CONTACT

Bobby Shipman
Midwest DOT Manager
rshipman@gannett.com

Jessica Davis
DOT Senior Director
jedavis@gannett.com


